
     

Technical Market View 

The SPX pulled back this week off the 4200 stiff resistance level reached into FOMC day and the 50% retracement at 

4155 from the entire bear market decline. The pullback is healthy at this point holding a test of the 21 EMA on Friday 

and near the top of monthly value are also near 4060. But with other markets flashing signals like bonds and the dollar 

and the VIX rising the past week it could point to a larger dip coming from this strong early 2023 rally. Support on a 

larger level comes in closer to the 4000 round number SPX level and that is also coinciding with a retest of the 55 day 

MA and near the back test of the trendline from all time highs so coming back to touch that support would be normal at 

this point. MACD is crossing bearish on Friday also giving sell signals based on momentum while RSI is still maintaining 

above the 50-midpoint zone. A 50% retracement from the October lows to recent lows would be at 3844. 

 

Market Sentiment/Breadth 

AAII sentiment for the week ending 2/8 showed bullish responses rise to 37.5% from 29.9% prior while bearish 

responses fell to 25.0% from 34.6%. Neutral sentiment rose to 37.5% from 35.5%. This is the highest level of optimism 

registered by the survey since December 30, 2021 (37.7%). It is also the first time in 58 weeks that bullish sentiment is at 

or above its historical average of 37.5%. The bull-bear spread (bullish minus bearish sentiment) is 12.5%. This is the first 

positive reading in 45 weeks. NAAIM Exposure index increased to 85.40 from 78.37 and is at the highest levels since 

January 2022 and above last quarters average of 51.03. Lipper fund flows for the week ending 2/8 had $111M of inflows 

in equities. Friday’s close saw NYSE new highs at 42 while new lows of 15 and the 10-day MA of New High/Low 

Differential is positive at +93. The percentage of SPX stocks above their 50-MA is 65.6% while those above their 200-MA 

was 70.8%. NYSI and NASI Summation indexes are crossing below their 8-MA and confirmed a sell signal late this week. 

NYMO McClellan Oscillator closed at -43 and is now back closer to reaching a short term oversold level. Cumulative AD 

line pulled back this week but still above the 40 EMA short term trend and above the 89 EMA long term bull signal. CBOE 

Equity P/C 50-day MA at 0.83 and falling the past few weeks as put arb trades slow. CNN Fear and Greed index is in 

Greed zone at 70 from 76 last week. 
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Seasonality Outlook 

Per the Trader's Almanac,  

• Feb OPEX week is mixed with early week strength often faded by Friday, overall S&P is up 23 of the last 43 years 

for the week. Russell is up 27 of the last 43. 

• First trading day of February expiration week the Dow is down 10 of the last 18 years. 

• February expiration Friday is weaker over the years with S&P up 18 years, and down 25 since 1990. Nasdaq is up 

7 of the last 13.  

• Day before Presidents Day weekend, S&P is up 10 of the last 12 years. While the Tuesday after the Pres Day 

holiday is historically weak, Nasdaq is down 17 of the last 28 years. 

Below shows the daily odds the market has been up each day since the year 2000. The start of OPEX week is historically 

stronger in Feb with Monday through Wednesday showing strong upside bias capped with Valentine’s Day having a 

bullish bias with 81% of years higher on the Nasdaq. The market tends to see more weakness creep in the final two days 

of expiration week and then softer action even the following week. The day after Presidents Day is typically one of the 

weaker days of the month, being down about two thirds of the time. The full week after OPEX has shown weakness with 

the Dow down 14 of the last 24 years but up 7 of the last 11. The end of February has been bearish in recent years 

overall. 

 

Market Event Outlook 

Monday: Fed’s Bowman Speaks; International Data: Eurogroup Meetings; International Earnings: Yamaha Motor, 

Westpac Banking; Earnings Before the Open: CHKP, HEP, MNDY, TDC, THS; Earnings After the Close: AMKR, ANGI, ACGL, 

ANET, CAR, NTB, BLKB, BRX, CDNS, DENN, ES, FE, IAC, INST, IRBT, LSCC, MEDP, MKSI, MRC, OTTR, PLTR, SEDG, VNO; 

Analyst Meetings: None; Conferences: Credit Suisse Financial Services Forum (APO, EQH, VOYA, EVER) 



Tuesday: CPI, Small Business Index, Fed’s Logan, Harker and Williams Speak; International Data: Japan Prelim GDP, UK 

Job Claim Count, Avg Earnings Index, Employment Rate, Eurozone Flash Employment Change and GDP; International 

Earnings: Kubota, Toshiba, Rakuten, Carrefour, Thyssenkrupp; Earnings Before the Open: CAE, CLF, KO, ECL, DAVA, 

ENTG, EXC, FELE, GEO, GFS, HRI, HWM, INMD, IPGP, LCII, LDOS, MAR, MIR, BTU, PKI, QSR, SAFE, TRP, TRU, TRTN, WEBR, 

WCC, ZTS; Earnings After the Close: ADPT, ABNB, AKAM, ALC, ANDE, BL, CRK, CNDT, CRSP, DVN, WIRE, GDDY, GXO, HLF, 

LTHM, MGY, NMIH, OSUR, SCI, SU, TX, TRIP, UDMY, UPST; Analyst Meetings: None;  Conferences: Credit Suisse 

Financial Services Forum (JPM, WFC, MS, C, CME, KKR, STT, DFS, LPLA, FDS, SYF, MKTX), Bank of America U.S. Insurance 

Conference (KKR, AFL, ALL, GL, CFG, AFG) 

Wednesday: Retail Sales, Empire State Manufacturing Index, Capacity Utilization, Industrial Production, Business 

Inventories, NAHB Housing Market Index, Crude Oil Inventories; International Data: Australia RBA Gov Lowe Speaks, UK 

CPI/PPI, Eurozone Industrial Production, EU Economic Forecasts, ECB President Lagarde Speaks; International 

Earnings: Heineken, Glencore, Barclays; Earnings Before the Open: ADI, AVNT, GOLD, BIIB, CLBT, CEVA, CHEF, CIM, CHH, 

FIS, GNRC, HCSG, HL, IDCC, KRNT, KHC, DNUT, LAD, MLM, NVMI, OC, PSN, RBLX, R, SABR, SFL, SITE, SAH, SUN, TMHC, 

TTD, TPG, WAB, WKME, WAT; Earnings After the Close: TXG, ALB, ALSN, AMED, AEE, AIG, AWK, AMPL, AM, AR, ATCO, 

AVTA, SAM, CF, CSCO, CYH, CPA, CPRT, ET, EQT, EQIX, FARO, FSLY, FCPT, HST, INVH, KAI, KGC, MFC, MRO, MSA, NEX, 

NUS, NTR, PLMR, PGRE, PEGA, QTWO, QS, QDEL, RSG, REZI, ROIC, RNG, ROKU, ROL, RGLD, RPT, SGEN, SHOP, STAG, SUM, 

SPWR, SNPS, TNET, TROX, TRUP, TWLO, TYL, UPWK, VECO, VMEO, HCC, WCN, WELL, WFG, WH, ZD, ZG; Analyst 

Meetings: None; Conferences: SVB Securities Global Biopharma Conference (JNJ, ITCI, CRSP, FOLD, ABCL, AXSM, XENE, 

RKRX, TVTX, MNKD, DCPH) 

Thursday: PPI, Philly Fed Manufacturing Index, Jobless Claims, Housing Starts, Fed’s Cook and Mester 

Speaks; International Data: Japan Machinery Orders, Australia Inflation Expectations and Employment Report, ECB 

Economic Bulletin; International Earnings: Bridgestone, Nestle, Airbus; Earnings Before the Open: ALKS, ALE, AIMC, 

ARCH, AAWW, ATHM, BLMN, BPMC, CAMT, CNQ, CBZ, FUN, CVE, CEG, CROX, DDOG, DOCN, DCBO, DTM, DNB, ETR, 

EPAM, FOCS, HAS, HSIC, H, IDA, ITGR, IRDM, IRWD, KBR, KELYA, KNBE, LH, LXP, MTRN, NMRK, DNOW, NRG, NVEI, OGN, 

PARA, PBF, POOL, POR, RCM, RS, SAGE, STNG, SHAK, SO, SCL, SYNH, TOST, TSEM, USFD, VC, VNT, VMC, WSO, WST, WE, 

ZBRA; Earnings After the Close: AEM, AL, AEL, COLD, AMN, APPN, AMAT, ATR, BECN, BIO, BJRI, BFAM, CWST, CHUY, 

CGNX, COHU, ED, DLR, DASH, DKNG, DBX, EGIO, ELME, EIG, FBIN, GLOB, LOPE, HTGC, HUBS, INDI, KNSL, LTC, MERC, 

MNTV, NVRO, NWE, OIS, OEC, PACB, PCOR, RMAX, RDFN, SWAV, TSLX, STEM, TXRH, RARE, USM, AUY; Analyst Meetings: 

SNAP, TIXT; Conferences: SVB Securities Global Biopharma Conference (LLY, PFE, RPRX, IMCR, FGEN, RVMD, ACLX) 

Friday: Import Prices, Fed’s Bowman Speaks, CB Leading Index; International Data: Australia RBA Lowe Speaks, UK Retail 

Sales; International Earnings: Daimler, Allianz, Air France, Hermes; Earnings Before the Open: AJRD, AMCX, AXL, ABR, 

AN, B, CNP, CRBG, DE, MD, PPL; Analyst Meetings: None; Conferences: None 

Weekly Open Interest Radar 

Snap (SNAP) shares are pulling back to YTD VWAP support near 10.50 and the top of monthly value area at 10.27 after a 

strong run recently post earnings as the stock gapped lower and ran up from 9.85 to 12.40. The stock seems to be 

bottoming longer term as well after a few rough quarters now the price action is acting better on bad news which is 

always the sign of a turnaround in progress. SNAP has an investor day this week on Thursday so potential to see some 

action and still plenty of bullish positions in open interest as shown below. A recent buy on 2/1 for 20,000 January $13 

calls at $1.77 and 20,000 January 2025 $22 calls at $1.35 are the largest trades and together are over $6M in call 

premium bought looking for longer term upside in the name. The June $12 calls bought 5200x at $2.62 still holding in OI 

and the March $10 and $11 calls bought late last year over 9000x each at $1.35 continue to hold in OI.  

Trade to Consider: Long SNAP June $12 Calls at $1.25 or better 



 

 

Weekly Options Technical Trade Set-Up 

Ticker BA 

Trigger Level 214.50 

Call/Put Calls 

Strike 215 

Target 225 

Stop 210 

 

 



Credit Spread of the Week 

Bull Put Spreads in Parcel Delivery Leader Back at Large Support 

UPS (UPS) has pulled back to the 200-day EMA and the top of the monthly value area near 182.50 after a rally post 

earnings up to 193 faded back to support. UPS has a strong base at 180 in the form of the 2022 yearly POC support and 

potential to grind up to the 200 level and top of yearly value area at 208 in the coming months. A slower moving name 

so even if it stays above this key zone of support at 180-185 the bull put spreads make money from time decay. Options 

flows have seen some recent opening put sales including on 1/13 an opening sale of 1000 January $145 puts for $7.30 

and recent sales of the January $190 puts at $30.70 for over $1.3M as well as April $150 puts sold to open 3000x for 

$3.80 on 12/8 still in OI.  

Trade to consider: Sell UPS April $185/$175 bull put spreads at $3.60 credit or better. Targeting 50% profit of the credit. 

 

Insider Trade of the Week 

Centene (CNC) had several notable insider buys’ this past week starting on 2/8 from director Theodore Samuels who 

bought 7,000 shares at $71.88 for over $503K and increased his stake by +43%. Also, on the same day the COO James 

Murray bought 6,750 shares at $73.30 for nearly $500K and the following day the CFO bought 6,800 shares at $71.93 for 

just under $500K as well and this buy being a direct purchase in the open market. These are the first insider buy 

transactions for the stock since last April 2022 when a director bought nearly $1M worth of stock near $81/share. Shares 

are trading back at a key long term support level now as last week tested the 200-week EMA and formed a bullish 

weekly candle off that 70 level. CNC has seen a correction the past few months as rotation out of healthcare stocks has 

brought the name back down to solid long-term support and has rebounded off the 200 week EMA the past 4 occasions 

going back to 2019. CNC has corrected about 30% off its 2022 highs of 98.50 and has first resistance on a bounce up to 

78 while the yearly POC is at 82.80. 

The $40.1B company trades at 11.2x earnings, 0.3x sales, ROE at 13.6% while is expected to see revenues fall -2% in FY23 

and +10% EPS growth. The Company provides services to government-sponsored and commercial healthcare programs, 

focusing on under-insured and uninsured individuals. It provides managed healthcare products and services through 

Medicaid, Medicare, and commercial products. The Company's segments include Managed Care and Specialty 



Services. Average analyst price target is at $94. Loop Capital lowered its target to $95 from $110 but keeps a Buy rating 

after its Q4 results and cited at its current 40% discount and with earnings growth expected to average 12% from 2021 

through 2024, Centene is positioned to be a strong performer over the next two years. Barclays has a $93 target and 

Overweight rating saying the shift in redetermination timing from February to April and marketplace growth offset by 

softer Medicare Advantage growth drove a net premium raise of $2B in Q4. Short interest is at 1.2% and hedge fund 

ownership fell 6.8% last quarter. Option flows are seeing a strong bullish lean lately since end of January and last week 

saw a large bull open 3000 March $75 bull synthetics for $2.05 credits while also recent opening put sales for 1700 

March 24th $68 puts for $1.85 and 500 March $65 ITM calls bought for $9.00. 

Earnings Preview 

Roblox (RBLX) is reporting earnings on 2/15 before the market opens and the Street is looking for a loss of $-0.54 EPS on 

sales of $884.71M. Shares have closed higher 4 of the last 7 reports with a median closing move of +1.39% and average 

max move of 21.83%. Current implied move is 12.10%. The average IV crush for earnings is -13.70%. Historical put/call 

OI percentile sits at 47.10%. Short interest is at 6.92% and has decreased 25.74% the last 3 months. Shares have been 

fading off the 200 day EMA since last weeks highs near 40 and now slipped back into monthly value area with support at 

34.50 but below that can see 32 bottom of value and then larger support at 30 and 27.50. RBLX has that 200 day EMA 

resistance at 40 and has been a ceiling this year while a close above that level can see a run to the October highs at 

47.50. 

The $20.9B company trades at 68.4x EBITDA, 5.9x sales, FCF yield of -0.4% with revenue expected to grow +47% in FY22 

and +12% growth estimated in FY23, overall slowing since the +108% sales growth in 2021. The Company operates a 

human co-experience platform or Roblox Platform, where users interact with each other to explore and develop, user-

generated and 3D experiences. Analysts have an average target for shares at $36. Oppenheimer initiated last month 

with a Perform rating and stated they believe its value proposition to users is so unique and compelling that Roblox will 

continue to engage them at massive scale (60M-plus DAU as of December 2022). However, we see risks to its long-term 

growth and ability to gain more lucrative audiences. We believe a structurally lower payout to developers compared to 

competing platforms will impact growth in user engagement and bookings in the next 2-3 years. Morgan Stanley 

downgraded to Underweight and a $24 price target with a $10 bear case scenario and said they believe the 1H bookings 

reacceleration looks priced in, with more mixed catalysts ahead as we expect slower growth in 2H and minimal upside 

from advertising in the near term. Limited earnings-based valuation support for shares at these levels. Barclays also 

bearish and has a Underweight rating with a $21 price target. Option flows have been leaning bearish overall with bear 

positions outpacing bull positions by a 3 to 1 margin in the Optionshawk database. RBLX has seen opening call sales in 

January $40 calls for 5000x at $6.90 and a recent buyer of March $35 puts over 3500x at $4.10 as well as February $32 

puts bought on 1/31 at $1.13 over 5000x still holding in OI with a week left. RBLX also has size puts in OI from buyers of 

June $45 puts on 11/15 as well as January $30 puts bought 2000x at $10.60. A recent Jan 4th buyer of 4000 Feb $30 calls 

at $3 still holding as well but one of the few larger bull positions. 

Trade to Consider: Long RBLX March $35/$30/$25 Put Butterfly at $1.00 

 

 

 

 

 



Weekly Small Cap Write-Up 

Absolute Software (ABST) shares are up 8% YTD and recently screened as an intriguing name with shares 

recently stalling at key $12.15 resistance. 

Absolute is a leading provider of self-healing endpoint and secure access solutions, delivering truly resilient 

Zero Trust for today’s distributed workforces. Absolute is the only endpoint platform embedded in more than 

half a billion devices, offering a permanent digital connection that intelligently and dynamically applies 

visibility, control and self-healing capabilities to endpoints, applications, and network connections - helping 

customers to strengthen cyber resilience against the escalating threat of ransomware and malicious attacks 

 

The increasing volume and velocity of data breaches and cyber threats is forcing IT and security teams to 

increase security budgets and the number of solutions deployed to protect their environments. This is 

resulting in increased complexity - and with increased mobile computing as well as remote and hybrid 

working, CISOs are challenged by escalating risk and complexity at the endpoint and service edge, decreasing 

productivity because of degraded user experiences, and accelerating demand for a resilient security platform 

that focuses on ensuring security tools are working as intended. 

The market opportunity for Absolute centers around two key themes: (1) the acceleration of attack vectors 

and data breaches that are impacting organizations of all types, sizes, industries, and geographies; and (2) the 

shift to remote work and distance learning and the growing information security challenges associated with 

managing and measuring the health and security of these programs. ABST bought NetMotion in 2021 for 

$342M cash, a leading provider of connectivity and security solutions.  



 

ABST has a market cap of $820M and trades 14.5X EBITDA and 3.3X EV/Sales with a 10% FCF yield. ABST 

revenues are seen rising 22.4% in 2023 and 17% in 2023 while EBITDA seen flat in 2023 before rising 21.9% in 

2024. ABST gross margins are above 80% while EBIT margins should head back to double-digits the next few 

years following an investment cycle and healthy 25% FCF margins. ABST operates with 97% recurring revenues 

and 77% of sales in North America.  

ABST is not a well-known name but focusing clearly on valuation and financial metrics it looks way too cheap 

with M&A deals taking place at closer to 6X EV/Sales.  

 

February 2023 OpEx Notable Open Interest 

Bullish Deltas: META, TSLA, NVDA, AMZN, AMD, CRMN, OKTA, DIS, SPLK, GNRC, SPOT, TSM, QCOM, UBER, 

DOCU, SMCI, CRTO, RBLX, FCX, V, FSLR, CMCSA, RPD, PSTG, CZR, MU, CRWD, ADSK, TGTX, ORCL, CROX, DPZ, 

DASH, WYNN, NKE, PDD, FIS 

Bearish Deltas: UPST, JNJ, AMGN, PFE, TSN, PEP, UNH, MRNA, AFRM, ENPH, ADM, CSCO, SHLS, GIS, COIN, 

APPS, HAS, CPB, MARA, ARRY 



 



 



 



 



 



 

Disclaimer: 

Not Investment Advice or Recommendation 

Any descriptions "to buy", "to sell", "long", "short" or any other trade related terminology should not be seen 

as a recommendation.  The Author may or may not take positions in any of the names mentioned, and is not 

obligated to disclose positions, nor position sizes. 

Content is for informational and educational purposes only, and is not to be construed as specific investment 
advice or recommendations. You alone will need to evaluate the merits and risks associated with the use of this 
content. Decisions based on information provided are your sole responsibility, and before making any decision 
on the basis of this information, you should consider (with or without the assistance of a financial and/or 
securities adviser) whether the information is appropriate in light of your particular investment needs, 
objectives and financial circumstances. Investors should seek qualified professional financial advice regarding 
the suitability of investing in any securities or following any investment strategies. 

No reference to any specific security constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that security or any 

other security. Nothing constitutes investment advice or offers any opinion with respect to the suitability of 

any security, and the views expressed on this website should not be taken as advice to buy, sell or hold any 

security. In preparing the information contained in this website, OptionsHawk has not taken into account the 

investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances of any particular investor. This information does not 

consider the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any specific recipient of 

this information and investments discussed may not be suitable for all investors 

Please see full legal disclaimer and terms of the subscription agreement for further details: 

Note: Any attempt to copy or forward contents of this email is a violation of your subscriber agreement and 

can result in termination without refund.  Please note your subscriber agreement makes you legally liable for 

any copyright infringement. 

 

 


